Congrid is helping construction project management to move away from paper and pen and into the digital
age. | Photo source Lorenzo Cafaro from Pixabay
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FINNISH CONSTRUCTION SAFETY SOFTWARE NOW AVAILABLE IN
THE UK
PROPERTY & CONSTRUCTION

A major provider of construction safety software in Finland has just
expanded to oﬀer its mobile app in the UK
Spotted: Helsinki-based Congrid, a maker of construction quality and safety software, has just
announced its expansion into the UK.
Congrid’s cloud-based mobile app allows project and quality managers at construction companies to
monitor the progress of work in real-time. The platform is designed to reduce the industry’s reliance
on manual, paper-based workﬂows.
Construction projects involve a large amount of documentation and inspections. Preparing these
materials can be very time-consuming. Congrid aims to cut back on this by allowing managers to
carry all necessary ﬁles and document templates with them at all times via the mobile app.
Managers can make an inspection at the construction site, the software will then draft, save and
distribute the report.

The app also allows the monitoring of work progress, including defect and fault corrections, in realtime. Congrid’s app works on smartphones or tablets, allowing managers to have all the information
they need at their ﬁngertips, instead of back at the oﬃce in a giant ﬁle cabinet.
According to Congrid’s CEO, Timo Makkonen, the companies’ software, “enables all stakeholders
involved to participate and take responsibility for quality and safety,”.
Congrid is also competing in the London Construction Awards, where they have been nominated in
the Construction Software of the Year Award category.
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Takeaway:
The construction industry has traditionally been slow to incorporate digital project management
systems, relying instead on pen, paper and Excel spreadsheets. However, digital, cloud-based
software like Congrid’s could help to change this, by reducing costs, improving safety and
maximising site productivity. As the construction industry incorporates technology into areas
such as bringing unproductive sites into productive use and incorporating 3D printing, digital
project management will likely not be far behind.

